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products that do not transfer Shinkiko energy

Commemoration of the 10th anniversary of

nor do we offer services that do not send the

the SAS Association

energy to people. More than ten years ago, there

The SAS Inc. and the membership

was a time when there were advertisements of
other products, such as foods, that had nothing

Since the last month's issue was featuring the

to do with the Shinkiko energy in this magazine,

20th anniversary of this monthly magazine,“Hi

and also a time when we handled products that

Genki,”I talked about the history of the SAS Inc.

were irrelevant to Shinkiko. The reason why we

and the change in quality of the Shinkiko energy.

eliminated those things although we were making

In August 1998, our company changed its name and

money with them was because while I was running

started offering the existing membership, and this

the company, there was one thing I noticed. From

month's issue marks the 10th year anniversary. I

my experience, I learned that handling things

am really thankful to the members of the SAS

that are irrelevant to Shinkiko energy makes the

Association, who have been avid readers of this

vibrating energy of Shinkiko disperse, and this

magazine and have been supporting SAS Inc. In

makes us unable to manufacture products that can

this month's issue, I will talk about SAS Inc. and the

transfer a powerful energy. Any objects, more

membership.

or less, receives a vibrating energy called Ki from
people who came into contact with it. Products

A company that deals with the energy called

or goods that were manufactured by someone

Shinkiko

somewhere are being strongly affected by the

The perception of the nature of Shinkiko energy
changed from“Shinkiko energy for the body”to
“Shinkiko energy for mind and soul,”due to the

thoughts of the developers and the sellers when
they developed them and sold them; and their
thoughts become invisible Ki, and degrade the

late chairman's spiritual awakening before he died.

purity of Shinkiko energy. So, I thought we should

We decided to change the name of our company

not handle products like department stores and

to SAS (Shinkiko Assistance and Support), which

trading companies do. We have the role to pursue

represents our wish to encourage people to use

a stronger Shinkiko energy, and we should work

Shinkiko energy, in order to make it match the new

hard to achieve results in order to be recognized

perception.

and contribute to society. This is how we receive

We, the SAS Inc., offer the Shinkiko energy,

money and also our reason for being in society.

the energy in the universe, through Ki products,

The payment we receive should be used for

seminars and various services and receive money

advertising Shinkiko energy, with gratitude, to let

in return for it. So we do not handle goods or

people know about it, to maintain the company and
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to encourage the members of the SAS Association

less. The membership of the SAS Inc. is called the

understand Shinkiko in order to allow them to make

SAS Association, and to be a full member of it, you

use of the energy continuously for a long time. I

will need to pay the annual membership fee. This

am working hard to run the company warning

membership was established in hope that the SAS

myself that if I do anything inappropriate, the

Inc. can, as much as possible, help the members

universe will not share the energy anymore.

receive Shinkiko energy without fail throughout
the year, understand Shinkiko energy and receive

Effort to make high-performance Ki goods

it continuously. If you become a full member, you

cheaper

can enjoy many benefits, such as, use our centers

So, you can deem that anything we sell offers

for free; have your Ki goods fixed for a low price;

Shinkiko energy. You can receive Ki not only from

buy Ki goods and participate in seminars at a

Ki goods but also from the Shinkiko Retreat Seminar

discount price; subscribe to this monthly magazine

and other seminars, and by paying the membership

and weekly Shinkiko News and so on.

fee to be a full member of the SAS Association.

of the membership is to let the members take

Generally, the more expensive Ki goods are, the

advantage of these benefits and allow them to

more powerful Shinkiko energy they transfer, but

understand Shinkiko energy better, to tune to the

we are working hard to offer them for a cheaper

energy properly and to receive a stronger energy.

The aim

price. As I said earlier, we should not neglect to
make effort to let people receive benefit of Shinkiko
energy for a longer period as much as possible.

Future support of the SAS Association
We, the SAS Inc., need to reinforce the support

All the Ki goods should be our original in order to

system of the SAS Association since the increase in

avoid influence from the vibrating energies of other

the number of the members influences the strength

companies. So, our products sometimes have to

of the Shinkiko energy. This monthly magazine,“Hi

be designed from the scratch. Unlike merchandise

Genki”has a central role to support the members,

that is mass-produced, Ki goods tend to be

so, we will continue to make an effort to make the

expensive since they can only be made in small

magazine easier to read. Also, from this spring,

volume. But compared to the old days, due to the

we have started offering a free“Shinkiko Video

increase in the number of Ki goods users, we have

News”on DVD to those who are interested in

managed to keep costs low and offer products for

being a full member with a view to let them easily

cheaper prices by selecting appropriate materials

understand Shinkiko not only with texts but also

and ways of making them. We will continue to

with pictures.

improve cheap high-performance Ki goods.

and regularly. Also, we are planning to upgrade

We are going to offer it seasonally

and expand our service by running Shinkiko lessons
in Kiko Experience session and delivering videos for
The aim of the membership
Ki has a nature that, when a Ki receiver asks for

those who live remotely and are unable come to our
centers.

Ki, he can receive more Ki by the attunement of
the two vibrating energies. So, the amount of Ki

（2008 年 8 月号２０p ー２１p 翻訳）

you can receive greatly varies depending on your
attitude: if you buy Ki goods on your own will and
have a will to receive Ki you can receive more Ki,
but if you are forced to receive it, you will receive
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